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The Canyons of the Southwest,
in Deep and in Depth
Go far beyond sightseeing and go deep into the
Grand Canyon, Bryce, Zion and other national
parks. Spend an active eight days and seven
nights learning about the geology, flora and
fauna of these diverse landscapes with naturalist
guides. Instead of lectures and slides, hike to the
sites to see and hear the incredible stories where
they began.
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North America

Science & Nature
18
Zion National Park, Bryce Canyon National Park, Grand
Canyon National Park, Grand Staircase-Escalante
National Monument, Antelope Canyon
8 days, 7 nights
Welcome to the Southwest
The Red Walls of Zion
The Hoodoos of Bryce
Up the Grand Staircase
The Canyon Carved by Flash Floods
Of Canyons and Horseshoes
Hiking the Grand Canyon
The Beautiful Path to Home

Journey Highlights
• Hike with local geology experts to hear how these
beautiful landscapes were carved by water and wind.
• Gaze at the stars with a local expert and highpowered instruments, taking you from the land to
the heavens.
• Take an exclusive tour with the Grand Canyon Field
Institute to see this natural wonder through the eyes
of a professional instructor.
• Examine current environmental and political
concerns that threaten some of these
beautiful areas.
• From vividly colored rocks to deep gorges, see
America’s wonderlands through new eyes.

Itinerary
DAY 1

Welcome to the Southwest

Arrive by 5 p.m. in Las Vegas, Nev., gateway to your
national parks adventure. Meet your fellow Times travelers at the hotel, and gather for a welcome reception and
dinner in the bustle of North America’s City of Lights.
Accommodation: The Venetian Las Vegas. In a city known
for over-the-top luxury, this five-star property, with its
interior canals and shopping concourse, tops even those.
Meal: D
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DAY 2

The Red Walls of Zion

Journey through the Mojave Desert to Zion National Park and spend the day
walking along its vibrant and towering red walls. Expert guides explain how
nature carved this wondrous canyon. If you prefer, you may explore the streets
and shops of charming Springdale, Utah. (Activity: 6–8 miles of hiking.).
Accommodation: Desert Pearl Inn. This family-run boutique property is built and
landscaped with reclaimed redwood and Douglas fir from railroad trestles that
ran across the Great Salt Lake. Meals: B, L,
DAY 3

The Hoodoos of Bryce

Travel to Bryce Canyon National Park. The hike begins with sweeping
views at the rim of Bryce’s amphitheater. Hike down and through surreal
mazes of pink and yellow hoodoos, spires and rock windows. Later, see and
learn about the stars and planets from an expert. (Activity: 3–4 miles of
hiking.). Accommodation: Bryce Lodge or Best Western Bryce Canyon Grand.
Meals: B, L, D

DAY 4

Up the Grand Staircase

Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument, midpoint
of the rise of the land between the Grand Canyon and
Bryce, was created in 1996 and has been the center of
much controversy, with timber and oil companies ranged
against environmentalists. Take a scenic walk, watching
for ancient petroglyphs. (Activity: 3–7 miles of hiking.).
Accommodation: Bryce Lodge or Best Western Bryce
Canyon Grand. Meals: B, L, D
DAY 5

The Canyon Carved by Flash Floods

Head south into the desert country of Arizona and take
an exceptional guided tour of Upper Antelope Canyon,
located within the LeChee Chapter of the Navajo Nation.
Flash floods in monsoon seasons have carved the sandstone passageways into a slot canyon of astounding beauty.
(Activity: 1 mile of hiking.) A
 ccommodation: Lake Powell
Resort or Best Western View of Lake Powell. Meals: B, L, D
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Featured Expert:
Jim Robbins
May 28, September 17 Departures
Jim Robbins has written for The
New York Times for more than 35
years, primarily on science and environmental issues. He
has also written five books. His first, about Yellowstone
National Park and the West, was “Last Refuge:
Environmental Showdown in the American West.” He has
just completed a sixth book about the future of birds in
a changing world. He has lived in Helena, Mont., for 40
years. He joins our May departure.
DAY 6

Of Canyons and Horseshoes

Begin with a scenic hike along the Lake Powell shoreline.
Then stop at Horseshoe Bend, where the Colorado River
makes a sharp turn around a sandstone escarpment. End
with your first views of the mighty Grand Canyon as the
setting sun highlights its geologic layers. (Activity: 3 miles
of hiking.) Accommodation: Thunderbird Lodge or Kachina
Lodge. Meals: B, L, D
DAY 7

Hiking the Grand Canyon

Descend the steep switchbacks of the South Kaibab Trail
into the canyon, or take the easier West Rim Trail. Learn
from your Grand Canyon Field Institute expert about the
ecosystems and geology of the park. The late afternoon is
open before a celebratory final dinner. (Activity: 3–6 miles
of hiking.) Accommodation: Thunderbird Lodge or Kachina
Lodge. Meals: B, L, D
DAY 8

The Beautiful Path to Home

Rise early for a Grand Canyon sunrise: The ever-changing
light illuminates the canyon walls from the top down. Stop
for lunch amid the majestic red rocks of Sedona. You’ll be
dropped at a hotel or the Phoenix airport for a late flight.
(Activity: 2 miles of hiking, optional.) M
 eals: B, L, D

Dates & Pricing
DATES

PRICE

SINGLE SUPPLEMENT

INTERNAL AIR (FROM)

EXPERT

MAY 28 – JUN 4, 2017

$5,295

$1,500

$0

Jim Robbins

SEP 17 – SEP 24, 2017

$5,295

$1,500

$0

Jim Robbins

Prices listed are per person, double occupancy. Total does not include internal or international air where required.
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Why Travel With
The New York Times?
Small group tours and cruises
From our collection of land-based journeys, with no
more than 28 guests, to our specialist cruises on worldrenowned cruise lines, you’ll travel with like-minded
individuals and, where available, stay in authentic,
luxury or boutique hotels.

Times-selected experts
A journalist or subject matter specialist joins every
departure, from Pulitzer Prize winners to naturalists
or policy experts; depending on the tour, enjoy a
mix of lectures, Q&As and informal conversations
during meals.

Destinations that tell a story
Visit locations as diverse as Kashmir, Japan or the
American West, exploring everything from their politics
and history to their culture and natural wonders.

Exclusive access
Escape the crowds with tours that include after-hours
entrance to museums and access to attractions
normally closed to the public.

Call our travel experts at 855-698-1456 or visit nytimes.com/timesjourneys
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Relax: It’s All Taken Care Of.

Our travel consultants possess a passion for travel and for sharing
their enthusiasm for exploring the world and the people in it.
How to Book
Call
Online

855-698-1456
nytimes.com/timesjourneys

Introducing your Times Journeys
travel consultants
Whether you are interested in science, history or politics, have
a passion for the arts or seek exhilarating outdoor adventures,
your Times Journeys travel consultant will confidently review the
pace of your trip, outline what’s included and work with your other
special requests. They will help customize your pre- and post-trip
desires and provide details about purchasing travel insurance and
when to book your flights!

How do I reserve my Times Journeys trip?

You will be well cared for
From the moment you inquire about a Times Journeys trip through
to your departure, you will have access to the highest levels of
planning services. You will receive a personalized and detailed
pre-departure planning guide for your destination, along with
our exclusive suggested packing list and other information. Your
travel consultants will ensure that your pre-trip details will be as
enriching as the trip itself, so that you are fully prepared for your
world-class journey.

The real advantage
Trust us to manage your reservation and pre-trip details wisely
and in a timely manner so that you can fully enjoy the anticipation
of your journey as much as the journey itself! Call us toll-free
TODAY at 855-698-1456.

Reserving a Times Journeys trip is easy. Contact us
toll-free at 855-698-1456. Our dedicated travel consultants will
review the many itinerary options to fit your interest, schedule and
budget. Find all trip details online at nytimes.com/timesjourneys.

Call our travel experts at 855-698-1456 or visit nytimes.com/timesjourneys
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Terms and Conditions
These are the terms under which we offer Times Journeys Tours. By registering and
paying your deposit for a Tour, you are entering into this Participant Agreement with
us. Please read these terms carefully before making a deposit or payment for a Tour.
These terms may be supplemented by additional terms and conditions specific to your
Tour (“Supplemental Terms”). In the event of a conflict between this agreement and the
supplemental terms, the Supplemental Terms will apply.
TIMES JOURNEYS PARTICIPANT AGREEMENT
Times Journeys, a part of The New York Times Company, acts only as the trip sponsor
and is not responsible for the acts or omissions of other parties. The trip described on the
Times Journeys website (the “Website”) or in your brochure (the “Tour”) is provided by an
independent tour operator named on the Website or in your brochure (the “Operator”).
Times Journeys and the Operator are collectively referred to as “we” or “us.” The terms
and conditions of this Participant Agreement apply to your Tour and the program for the
Tour (the “Itinerary”).
Pricing and Inclusions: Quoted Tour prices are per person, double occupancy except
where indicated. Prices include programming, planning, handling and operational charges
and are based on current rates of exchange, tariffs and taxes in effect at the time of
publication. We reserve the right to increase Tour prices to cover increased costs, tariffs,
taxes and V.A.T. received after prices are published and to reflect fluctuations in foreign
exchange markets. We will not give a breakdown in the price of a Tour or its parts.
Modification of Tour content size will not affect the published price.
Exclusions: Quoted Tour prices exclude: trip insurance; airfares between points on the
Tour; international airfare, including airfare and other transportation to and from the
Tour (unless otherwise noted); costs associated with obtaining passports or entry visas;
airport departure taxes (unless otherwise noted); excess baggage charges; gratuities to
the Tour directors, drivers and guides; meals other than those specified in the Itinerary;
sightseeing not included in the Itinerary; and personal expenses such as laundry,
communication charges and optional activities (which are subject to availability).
Reservations and Payments: The Tour deposit amount is listed on the Website or in your
brochure. The deposit is required in order to confirm your booking. Upon receipt of the
deposit, the Operator will send you confirmation of your booking. Your final payment date
will be listed on the confirmation. If a Tour is already full, we may accept deposits on a
standby basis. If space becomes available, you will have the choice of joining the Tour by
paying in full or forfeiting the space in return for a refund of your deposit. Final payment
is due ninety (90) days prior to departure unless otherwise indicated on the Website or in
the brochure. If your reservation is made within ninety (90) days of departure, the entire
cost of the trip must be paid at the time of the request in order to secure confirmation.
Travel Insurance: We strongly recommend that you purchase trip cancellation and
medical insurance. The Operator will provide the insurance applications along with your
booking confirmation. Any questions about what travel insurance does or does not cover
should be addressed directly to the travel insurance company. If you decline insurance
coverage, you will personally assume full responsibility for any financial loss associated
with your travel arrangements, and you could lose your travel investment and/or have to
pay more money to correct the situation.
Single Travelers: Tour prices are based on double occupancy. Single travelers will be
expected to pay the single supplement fee.
Cancellation by You: We must receive your cancellation notice in writing by email, fax
or overnight courier, and your cancellation date will be the date on which we receive
your notice. Unless otherwise indicated on the Website or in the brochure, the following
will apply.
•

If we receive your cancellation notice ninety-one (91) days or more from the Tour
departure date, we will refund fifty percent (50%) of the deposit amount and all of
the Tour price to the extent that you have made that payment.

•

If we receive your cancellation notice ninety (90) to sixty-one (61) days prior to
the departure date, we will retain twenty percent (20%) of the Tour price based on
double occupancy, excluding optional payments.

•

If we receive your cancellation notice sixty (60) to thirty-one (31) days prior to
the departure date, we will retain fifty percent (50%) of the Tour price based on
double occupancy.

•

If we receive your cancellation notice thirty (30) days or fewer prior to the departure
date, we will retain one hundred percent (100%) of the Tour price.

•

Any penalty imposed by an airline, including for airline service between points on the
Tour (“Internal Air”) or travel to or from the Tour, is your responsibility.

Your decision not to participate on the Tour due to State Department warnings, fear of
travel, illness or any other reason will be deemed a cancellation. If a flight or other delay
for any reason prevents you from joining the Tour on the Tour departure date and time,
you will be considered a no-show, and we cannot provide a full or partial refund or credit
toward a future Tour, but you may join the Tour late if you wish.
Air Transportation During the Tour: Internal Air is not included in the price of the Tour.
Estimated Internal Air costs will be identified separately on the Website or in your brochure.
Internal Air costs and availability are subject to change at any time prior to final payment for
your Tour and we reserve the right to increase Tour prices accordingly. We will not change
your seat assignment request on commercial aircraft without your permission. However,
airlines often change seat assignments to satisfy their loyalty members or because of
equipment changes (aircraft type). We are not notified of these changes in advance, and
often travelers are not made aware of these changes until they arrive at the airport. We
cannot be responsible for seat assignment changes made by the airline. Frequent flier
programs are private agreements between airlines and passengers, and we cannot be held
responsible for mileage discrepancies involving airline loyalty reward programs.
Passports and Visas: You are solely responsible for complying with passport and visa
requirements. For U.S. travelers, international travel requires a passport valid six (6)
months beyond your intended return travel date. In many cases, you will also need to have
multiple consecutive blank visa pages within your passport (the number varies depending
on the destination(s)). Many destinations also require that visas be obtained prior to
travel. It is recommended that you check with the U.S. Department of State website for
the latest passport and visa requirements.
Cancellation or Substitution by Us: We will make commercially reasonable efforts to
keep the Itinerary as it has been published; however, the final Itinerary may vary due
to availability and factors beyond our control. We may in our sole discretion substitute
services such as hotels or goods of similar quality for any service or good stated in
the Itinerary. If a Times Journeys speaker (“Speaker”) cancels, the Operator will make
every effort to find a replacement. You will not be refunded in whole or in part when the
Operator is unable to find a replacement Speaker.
We reserve the right to cancel any Tour because of inadequate enrollment that makes
the trip economically infeasible to operate or because of our concerns with respect to
the safety, health or welfare of our travelers or staff. If we cancel a Tour, our liability is
limited to a full refund of your payments to us and we will not be liable for any other
costs, damages or refunds of any kind for any loss, delay, inconvenience, disappointment
or expense whatsoever in such circumstances. If a Tour in progress must be interrupted
or canceled, our liability shall be strictly limited to refund of the recoverable cost of any
unused portion of the Tour.
Other Taxes and Fees: Some governments charge departure taxes and/or fees. These
fees are the responsibility of each passenger traveling to the designated country and are
not included in the Tour price unless stated.
Baggage: We assume no liability for loss or damage to baggage in transit to and from a Tour
or while on a Tour. We recommend purchasing a supplemental travel insurance package.
Children: Unless otherwise indicated in the Tour description, all Tour passengers must be
at least ten (10) years of age. However, some activities contained within an Itinerary may
have a different age restriction than the overall minimum age requirement, in which case
details will be provided at the time of booking. We reserve the right to marginally exceed the
published maximum group size on family Tours to accommodate a family.

Call our travel experts at 855-698-1456 or visit nytimes.com/timesjourneys
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Suppliers Acts or Omissions: The Operator acts only as an independent contractor to supply
or arrange for the travel services named in your Itinerary or otherwise to procure services
or goods from third parties such as airlines, hotels and other lodging providers, local hosts,
guides, bus lines, car rental companies, driving services, restaurants and providers of entertainment (the “Suppliers”). The Operator and Times Journeys assume no responsibility for
any personal injury, property damage or other loss, accident, delay, inconvenience or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason of any act or omission of any of the Suppliers.
Conduct During the Tour: You are responsible for respecting the authority and following
the directions of the Tour guide and the laws of the countries in your Itinerary during a
Tour. We may exclude you from participating in all or any part of the Tour if, in our sole
discretion, your condition or behavior renders you unfit for the Tour or unfit for continuation once the Tour has begun. Unfitness may include, without limitation, any behavior
that, regardless of its cause, is inappropriate or offensive or interferes with the delivery
of Tour services or may constitute a hazard or embarrassment. In such case, our liability
shall be strictly limited to refund of the recoverable cost of any unused portion of the Tour.
Should you decide for any reason not to participate in certain parts of the Tour or use
certain goods included in the Tour, no refunds will be made for those unused parts of the
Tour or goods. You agree to indemnify and hold us harmless from and against any costs,
damages, losses or liabilities arising out of (a) the actions or omissions of any minors
traveling with you and (b) if you checked the box indicating that you are signing on behalf
of yourself and your traveling companions, your companions’ claims that you were not
authorized to agree to this Participant Agreement on their behalf.
Limitation of Liability and Damages: In no event will we be liable for any injury, loss, claim,
damage or any special, punitive, exemplary, direct, indirect, incidental or consequential
damages of any kind, whether based in contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise, that arise
out of or are in any way connected with the Tour, even if advised of the possibility
of such damages.
Travel Advisories and Warnings: It is your responsibility to become informed about the
most current travel advisories and warnings by referring to the U.S. State Department’s
travel website at www.travel.state.gov or by phone at 888-407-4747.
Force Majeure: We assume no responsibility for any personal injury, property damage
or other loss, accident, delay, inconvenience or irregularity which may be occasioned by
reason of any matter beyond our exclusive control, including, but not limited to, a delay
or cancellation that causes you to miss all or any portion of the Tour; acts of God, acts of
government, war, terrorist acts, riots, disaster, weather extremes or strikes. We have no
special knowledge regarding the financial condition of the Suppliers, unsafe conditions,
health hazards, weather hazards or climate extremes at locations to which you may travel.
You understand that health care standards, facilities and services abroad may be different
or even inadequate for treating health conditions. For information concerning possible
dangers at foreign destinations, we recommend contacting the Travel Warnings Section of
the U.S. State Department at 202-647-5225 or www.travel.state.gov, and click on “Travel
Warnings.” For medical information, we recommend contacting the Centers for Disease
Control at 877-FYI-TRIP or www.cdc.gov/travel.
Assumption of Risks and Release: If you participate in activities during your Tour, certain
risks and dangers may arise, including, but not limited to, the risk of accidents in remote
places without access to medical facilities, transportation or means of rapid evacuation
and assistance; the hazards of traveling in unsafe or politically unstable areas or under
unsafe conditions; the dangers of civil disturbances, war, extortion, kidnapping and
terrorist activities; dangers and risks inherent in activities in underdeveloped countries;
and dangers of local law enforcement activity. You hereby expressly assume all of these
risks and dangers, and you hereby expressly agree to forever release, discharge and hold
us and our agents, employees, officers and directors harmless against any and all liability,
actions, causes of actions, suits, claims and demands of any and every kind and nature
whatsoever, which you now have or which may hereafter arise out of or in connection with
your Tour or participation in any activities in which you participate.

Arbitration and Waiver of Trial by Jury: You agree to present any claims against us within
ninety (90) days after the Tour ends and to file any suit within one (1) year of the incident,
and you acknowledge that this expressly limits the applicable statute of limitations to one
(1) year. In lieu of litigation and jury trials, each of which is expressly waived, any dispute
concerning, relating or referring to this Participation Agreement, the brochure or any
other literature concerning your trip or the Tour shall be resolved exclusively by binding
arbitration in New York City, New York, according to the then-existing commercial rules of
the American Arbitration Association. Such proceeding will be governed by the substantive
law of the State of New York. The arbitrator(s) and not any federal, state or local court or
agency shall have exclusive authority to resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation,
applicability, enforceability, conscionability or formation of this Participant Agreement,
including, but not limited to, any claim that all or any part of this Participant Agreement is
void or voidable.
General: You hereby consent to our use of pictures or video of you in our marketing materials without compensation. Facsimile or scanned transmission of any signed document
shall be deemed delivery of an original. If there are any conflicts between this Participant
Agreement and the Itinerary, this Participant Agreement shall apply. We reserve the right
to decline to do business with anyone on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Active Elements, Medical Conditions and Special Assistance: Some of our Tours incorporate active elements such as hiking, climbing or canoeing; you are responsible for
familiarizing yourself with the level of activity that will be involved in your Tour. You must
disclose in your Participant Information Form (or at such later time when you become
aware of such a condition) any existing physical or mental illness, disability, pregnancy
or any other condition which may create a health hazard for yourself or others during the
Tour, or for which you may require medical attention or special accommodation during the
Tour. We will make reasonable efforts to accommodate your needs, but you must notify us
at the time of booking for a determination of what assistance we can reasonably provide.
We regret that we cannot accommodate you if you have special needs for ordinary daily
activities, such as walking and dining. In no instance will our Suppliers or we physically lift
or assist you on to or off any vehicles. If we cannot accommodate your special needs, you
must be accompanied by a companion who will be responsible for independently providing
the needed assistance.
We reserve the right to decline acceptance of anyone we consider unsuitable due to
fitness level. We also reserve the right to remove you from the Tour, at your own expense,
if your condition is such that it could create a hazard to you or others, or otherwise impact
the enjoyment of other passengers.
Quoted tour prices are per person double occupancy except where indicated and subject
to availability. Excludes internal and international air. Programs subject to change. All
terms and conditions can be found at nytimes.com/timesjourneys or you can call 855NYT-7979 and request a copy be sent to you. Abercrombie & Kent CST#2007274-20,
Mountain Travel CST#2014882-10, Academic Travel Abroad CST#2059002-40, Insight
Cruises CST#206538-40, Judy Perl Worldwide Travel LLC CST# 2122227-40.
SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Binding Arbitration Clause (for Mountain Travel only): I agree that any dispute with Mountain
Travel concerning, relating or referring to this contract, the brochure, or any other literature
concerning my trip, or the trip itself shall be resolved exclusively by binding arbitration in
San Francisco, California, according to the then existing commercial rules of the American
Arbitration Association. Such proceeding will be governed by substantive California law
without regard to the California Arbitration Act. The arbitrator(s) and not any federal, state,
or local court or agency shall have exclusive authority to resolve any dispute relating to
the interpretation, applicability, enforceability, conscionability, or formation of this contract,
including, but not limited to, any claim that all or any part of this contract is void or voidable.
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